
 PAST DEFENDERS  

Helping Us Remember 

Hey! You went to Living Archaeology 
Weekend in the Red River Gorge this 
year, right? 

Bet you didn’t know you walked across 
real archaeological sites during your visit. 

Yep, you sure did! You know, archaeo-
logical sites: places on the landscape 
where people once lived and worked. 
Where the objects they left behind, the 
artifacts–nails, bricks, broken plates, 
arrowheads, animal bones, artwork–tell 
stories of their lives. 

The sites are under the grass behind the Gladie Visitor Center and near the log cabin. They are 
scattered along the Red River. Hundreds of sites. 

Because these sites are in the Daniel Boone National Forest, they are protected. Each one holds unique 
pieces of The Gorge’s history. Fragments of ancient tools and containers. Traces of campfires and 
picnics. 

That history began thousands of years ago, when Native 
American hunter-gatherers lived along the river banks at 
Gladie and in rockshelters that overlook the valley. Two 
hundred years ago, a Kentucky family farmed the flood-
plains, and a small community developed at Gladie. 

You visited this place. You are now part of the human story 
at Gladie. That’s seriously cool! 

Past Destroyers. Not Cool  L 

As you read this, people are destroying archaeological sites 
in the Red River Gorge. On purpose. Yes. On purpose! 

I call these people Past Destroyers. They are looking for 
artifacts. They keep these objects for themselves or sell 
them. This makes me very sad. They are stealing the past 
from you and me. 

These people do not care about archaeological sites or the 
history the sites hold. They do not think archaeological sites 
are important. They definitely do not think that the stories of 
our ancestors held in ancient tools and traces of campfires 
are worth saving. 

Just look at what Past Destroyers did to this ancient Native American rock art in Rockcastle County! 
They selfishly wanted to own these ancient footprint carvings. They tried and failed to steal them by 
cutting them out of the rockface. Native American rock art that had survived for hundreds or 
thousands of years did not survive these Past Destroyers. 
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Other Past Destroyers are not looking for artifacts. 
They are building new airports and hospitals, or 
factories and stores, or schools and houses. I under-
stand people need new schools and stores, but their 
construction destroys sites just the same. And this 
makes me very sad, too. 

However, these Past Destroyers do think archaeological 
sites and the stories they hold are important. They pay 
attention to the sites they plan to destroy and are 
serious about the responsibility they have to save 
stories about the past. 

 
They call in experts to accurately record information and collect a sample of the artifacts before 
construction begins, like the archaeologists shown here. The experts, too, take seriously their 
responsibility to recover information from the sites. They know that it is the information from the 
artifacts, and not the artifacts alone, that tells the stories of the past. They know telling the stories 
accurately and with respect is their responsibility. By sharing this information, everyone can learn 
and remember the past. This makes losing archaeological sites easier for me to accept. It turns Past 
Destroyers into Past Defenders. 
 

Past Defenders. Very Cool! J 

I’m a Past Defender. I think an archaeological site is priceless. This does not mean I think the site 
has no value. It means I think the value of the site is so large, no one can measure it. 

Past Defenders like me think everyone should be able to visit places where past events took place. 
We know that hearing or sharing a story in the place where the event happened or the people lived helps 
us better understand the past…and our place in history. 

Archaeological sites in the Red River Gorge need Past 
Defenders. People who think these places have value. 
People who will protect and preserve them. And if they 
cannot preserve them, these people will study the sites, 
document them, and remember the people who once lived 
there. 

Hard Choices for Past Defenders 

Past Defenders know that building new things often means getting rid of old things. We know that 
preserving archaeological sites in the 21st century means making difficult choices. 

Preserve the site? Or destroy it to make way for the new? How do we decide? 

Because of the hard choices Past Defenders have made, other visitors just like you, many years from 
now, will be able to stand where people once lived and worked and learned. Like you, they will have 
the chance to become part of Gladie’s history.  
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